MISSION STATEMENT

The *UC Irvine Law Review* was founded in the spring of 2010, during the inaugural year of the UC Irvine School of Law. We aim to promote exceptional legal scholarship by featuring contributions from a spectrum of academic, practical, and student perspectives.

CONTACT

We welcome your questions and feedback. Please share your thoughts by writing to us at lawreview@lawnet.uci.edu.

SUBMISSIONS

The *UC Irvine Law Review* is not currently accepting submissions. Please check our website for updated information at www.law.uci.edu/lawreview.
NOTE ON THE EXECUTIVE BOARD

Attentive readers of the UC Irvine Law Review will note that almost every issue of our first volume has listed a different Executive Board. We would like to take a moment at the close of Volume One to explain this oddity. Starting a law review from the drawing board requires an immense amount of infrastructure building, most of which is not immediately reflected in the masthead but all of which is essential to creating the publication. The first Board did not merely produce the first issue; with the help of a very active membership, it made decisions on everything from font to governance to the editing process and the day-to-day operations of the publication. The second Board focused on refining the editing process, fleshing out the masthead with senior editorial positions, and implementing a write-on competition. The third Board integrated the new members from the Class of 2013—who were welcomed joyously and with great relief—and focused on training these members, creating a sustainable governance structure, and designing a process for publishing student notes, which appear for the first time in this issue.

Now, with the last issue of Volume One in print, we are a fully functioning law review. We are proud of each of these four very different issues and equally excited for future volumes.

EXECUTIVE BOARD, APRIL 2010–DECEMBER 2010
Sarah Bennington, Jessica Glynn, Colin McGrath, Emmanuelle Soichet, Jeffrey Wachs, and Christina Zabat-Fran

EXECUTIVE BOARD, JANUARY 2011–AUGUST 2011
Acrivi Coromelas, Lauren Davis, Alisa Hartz, Colin McGrath, and Jeffrey Wachs

EXECUTIVE BOARD, AUGUST 2011–APRIL 2012
Acrivi Coromelas, Jessica Glynn, Katherine Harrison, Alisa Hartz, and Eric Zhou